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Due to demands from industry on improved e ien y, redu ed CO2 and N Ox and dereased noise levels, the trend of future aero engines show that turbofan engines are designed with higher by-pass ratio. Two-spool and three-spool turbofan engines are designed
with an intermediate turbine du t that onne ts the high-pressure turbine to the lowpressure turbine in the two-spool engine and two intermediate turbine du ts from HPT
to intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) and IPT to LPT in the three-spool engines. The
design of agressive intermediate turbine du ts (high radial oset for a short axial length)
for these engines enables the possibility to in rease the energy e ien y of the aero engine.
The ow and heat transfer in a turbine du t is very omplex. The ow has large
se ondary stru tures and is sensitive to ow separation, whi h is di ult to predi t with
numeri al methods. Limited information is available in open literature that an be used
for validation of numeri al methods.
This paper presents an experimental study of the heat transfer in an aggressive intermediate turbine du t. The aim of this study is to measure the of a surfa e temperature
distribution and onve tion heat transfer oe ient with very high resolution and pre ision
on a loaded guide vane whi h is lo ated inside the intermediate turbine du t. Furthermore,
the experimental results are ompared to CFD arried out with ANSYS CFX.
This experiment was arried out in a state-of-the-art large-s ale low-speed turbine fa ility at Chalmers University of Te hnology. The du t onguration investigated represents
a modern ounter rotating turbine design, with a ow turning stru tural vane. The fa ility
in ludes a turbine stage whi h provides realisti inlet onditions into the du t and operates
at realisti ow Reynolds number based on the ITD vane hord length. The measurements
were performed by using an infrared amera.
The results shows that the heat transfer oe ient predi ted in the omputations lose
to the shroud is not well predi ted. There an also be seen areas where there is ow
transition and boundary layer transition.
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I.

Introdu tion

In an aero engine the ITD is equiped with a thi k stru tural vane that supplies, e.g, oil and wiring to
the ore of the engine from outside. Depending on onguration, these vanes an be either aerodynami ally
loaded or unloaded. The ITD is positioned dire tly downstream of the HPT, where the ow is very omplex
to predi t due to its unsteadiness, se undary ows and high turbulen e levels. Therefore, tip lea keage ow
passing above the HPT unshrouded rotor blades, wakes and vorti es are also important to be onsidered at
the inlet of the ITD. Furthermore, the large area ratio between the inlet and outlet of the ITD an result in
separation of the ow. One way of improving the e ien y of an aero engine is by in reasing the area ratio
or radial oset make the ITD shorter, i.e de reasing the weight of the ITD. In that ase it be omes more
di ult to predi t the ow along the ITD and in reases the risk of ow separation. However, this would
further in rease the risk of ow separation and hen e also in rease the di ulty in numeri ally predi t the
ow through this omponent.

Figure 1. Experimental fa ility.1
In addition, the omplexity of the oweld makes the heat transfer predi tion inside an ITD more di ult.
Furthermore, the la k of experimental data in open literature related to the heat transfer in ITDs makes
hard to design an optimized du t so that it an be al ulated whi h material is the most suitable to stand
heat loads and stresses at high temperatures without overdimensioning the du t.
For this study an experimental fa ility at Chalmers University of Te hnology was used whi h is spe i ally
designed for investigations of the ow and heat transfer inside an ITD. It is a large-s ale low-speed losed
loop fa ility powered by a entrifugal blower of 110 kW. This fa ility provides the possibility of studying the
ITD ow with engine representative non-dimensional parameters due to the presen e of the inlet HPT stage.
The presen e of an HPT stage upstream of the ITD ensures that realisti onditions in terms of ow angles,
velo ity and pressure distribution. Figure 1 shows a s hemati of the fa ility. A more detailed des ription
of the fa ility, although with a dierent ITD, an be found in previous studies 1 and 3 .
The aerodynami design of the urrent test se tion (see Fig. 2) was arried out by GKN Aerospa e (previously Volvo Aero Corporation) and hardware implementation and ow eld measurements was performed
by Chalmers.2 In the present work the working se tion was instrumented for heat transfer measurements.
The measured data sets the base for a well-dened test ase for CFD validation. The HTC measured is
ompared with CFD results in this paper.
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a)
b)
Figure 2. a) S hemati of the working se tion. b) Experimental setup.

II.
II.A.

Methodology

Experimental Vane

The omposite vane for heat transfer measurements onsists of a ore with high thermal ondu tivity in order
to reate a well-dened boundary ondition on the inside of the sili one insulating layer. Hen e, there is a
uniform temperature distribution in the volume. The insulating shell reates a large gradients of temperature
(see Fig. 3). The ore is made of aluminum and the shell of sili one of whi h has been glued with a onstant
thi kness of 5mm to the aluminium ore (the thi kness of glue is aproximately 2% of the sili one thi kness).
The vane is heated by 8 ele tri al ylindri al heaters pla ed within the aluminum ore. These heaters are
expanded during the experiment so that there is almost no onta t resistan e with the aluminum ore and
all the heat an be uniformly distributed along the holes length.

Figure 3. Test vane.
In order to validate the temperature uniformity, a CFD simulation has been performed where it was shown
that for an average surfa e heat transfer oe ient of 100W/m2 K , the maximum temperature dieren e in
the aluminum ore is 1°C. This maximum temperature dieren e is mainly lo ated lose to the trailing edge,
due to the small thi kness of the aluminum ore in that area and the larger distan e to the losest heater.
The vane surfa e is overed with a bla k oating (Nextel Velvet Coating 811-21 from Mankiewi z Gebr.
& Co.) whi h has a high emissivity of 0.973 and low ree tivity in the IR range up to an angle of 60°.
Furthermore, 130 markers are pla ed on the vane surfa e, whi h helps to map the measured temperature
eld onto physi al oordinates, and also sin e it is not possible to take a omplete pi ture of the pressure
side or su tion side at on e with the IR- amera. Hen e, during the post-pro essing of the images, the dots
are used to overlap all the pi tures obtained from the experiment.
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II.B.

Theoreti al Model

As a simplied model, a one-dimensional model is used as a rst aproximation, while a omer ial software
is used when further post-pro esing the measured data, in order to study the 3D heat ondu tion between
the aluminium ore and the sili one outer surfa e. The heat supplied to the insulating sili one shell from
the ore, via ondu tion, is transferred to the surroundings via onve tion and radiation (see Fig. 4). It has
been estimated before the experiment was performed that the radiation heat ux would be around 5-10%
of the total heat ux. Twall is the temperature is measured by the IR amera. Knowing this value and
the temperature of the aluminum ore, the heat ux an be obtained on the surfa e as illustrated by the
following equations.
qh
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Figure 4. Simpli ation model for heat transfer measurement.
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The equivalent temperature of the environment Teq is obtained empiri ally. This temperature takes into
a ount ree tions inside the ITD from the heated guide vane and the fa t that the endwalls and guide vanes
around the omposite vane are almost at the freestream temperature during the experiment. If radiation is
not taken into a ount, the error in peak temperature would be 15 and 6% respe tively, only due to this.
Applying the energy onservation equation as illustrated in Fig. 6 the following equation is obtained.
′′
qc′′ = qcv
+ qr′′

(4)

Then, HTC an be al ulated solving the equation 4.
HT C =
II.C.

k
t (Tcore

4
4
− Teq
)
− Twall ) σ(εwall Twall
−
Twall − Tair
Twall − Tair

(5)

Pro edure

Hub and shroud opening windows were designed in order to provide opti al a ess for the IR- amera (see
Fig. 2). Otherwise, the amera would not be able to measure the vane surfa e temperature due the high
ree tivity of the window material at the measured IR wavelength interval, whi h in ase of this amera it
is 3-5 µm.
The vane surfa e temperature is measured with an IR amera (MWIR Phoenix Camera System). The
amera was alibrated for the experimental onditions using an external sour e of temperature. In order
to perform this alibration,an isolated aluminum plate whi h temperature was ontrolled by water that
ir ulated through it ontrolled by a PI system.
During the measurements the aluminum ore was kept at onstant temperature of 65°C and the mean
temperature of the freestream inside the du t far from the loaded vane surfa e is 28.5°C. The uniformity of
the ore temperature was repeated ontrolled during the experiments using two thermoresistors (Pt 1000)
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Error on average HTC as a function of equivalent temperature
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Figure 5. Error in HTC al ulation due radiation ux.
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situated inside the aluminum ore during the experiment. The air temperature inside the ITD was measured
with a thermoresistor (Pt100) and he ked with a mer ury thermometer.
During the experiment, 31 thermal images are taken with the IR- amera (17 for the pressure side and 14
for the su tion side). The surfa e temperature from the images is mapped into physi al oordinates, ltered
and assembled into a single data le. The nal surfa e temperature eld is used as a Diri hlet boundary
ondition for a 3D heat ux al ulations, together with the uniform ore temperature, to obtaining the HTC.
The ommer ial solver FLUENT v.14 was used to perform the al ulations. Then, the heat ux al ulated
is post-pro essed in Matlab, in order to add thermal radiation ee ts and study errors in the al ulation of the
HTC. Figure 5 shows how the error HTC al ulation is dependent on the radiation heat ux (or equivalent
temperature of the surrondings). From Fig. 5 it an be seen that all assumptions and measurements
on erning the al ulation of the equivalent temperature point that its value is around 300K and that the
error on HTC al ulation without in luding radiation is around 7%.
III.
III.A.

Results

Experimental results

Experimentally obtained surfa e temperature distribution along the vane is shown in Fig. 6, and the heat
transfer oe ient map without the radiation orre tion is shown in Fig. 7. The ontours of the heat transfer
oe ient are typi al for this omponent.

a)

b)
Figure 6. Experimentally measured vane surfa e temperature visualized in FLUENT.
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It is to be noted that the data lose to the leading edge, on both the pressure and the su tion side, has
been extrapolated by FLUENT and annot therefore be onsidered to be orre ted. The same holds for the
trailing edge. There are no measured data in these areas due to the problem of gaining opti al a ess in the
urrent setup.
The dis repan ies seen on the pressure sides seen as sharp steps in the ontours between hub and shroud,
are due to a small step between the sili one pat hes.
The results learly show the inuen e of the se ondary ow and the tip leakage ow on the heat transfer
on the pressure side of the vane. The tip lea kage ow enters the du t at an angle very dierent from main
ow's. This gives that instead of being aligned with the vane leading edge, the tip lea kage ow is impinging
on the pressure side, lose to the shroud, and then rolls up into a vortex. This vortex is migrating towards
the hub while travelling through the du t due to an adverse pressure gradient. The presen e of vortex results
in areas of in reased heat transfer due to the higher velo ity indu ed next to the wall, and higher lo al shear
stress and in reased mixing with the freestream ow.

a)

b)
Figure 7. Cal ulated onve tion heat transfer oe ient map from experimental temperature distribution.

III.B.

CFD results

In order to perform CFD heat transfer simulations, realisti boundary onditions are needed. In a previous
study (2 ), inlet swirl angles, velo ities and pressures were mapped at the inlet of the du t and are here used
as ir umferentially averaged boundary onditions at the domain inlet. The analysis was performed using
ANSYS-CFX (v13.0), with a k − ω SST turbulen e model. A se ond analysis was also performed using the
Gamma Theta model to predi t boundary layer transition. The mesh is of order 2.2 million ells and with
resolved boundary layers. The results from these simulations an be seen in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
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a)

b)
Figure 8. Cal ulated onve tion heat transfer oe ient map from CFX with k − ω SST.

Again, the inuen e of the tip lea kage is learly seen in the results of both analysis as an area of in reased
HTC lose to the shroud on the pressure side. The HTC in this area is more than twi e that of the rest of
the vane. The ee t of the tip lea kage ow an also be seen on the su tion side lose to the leading edge as
an area of in reased HTC. Furthermore, the maximum values of HTC are seen on the leading edge. From
this stagnation point, the boundary layers develop and grow when travelling downstream along the vane
surfa e.

a)

b)
Figure 9. Cal ulated onve tion heat transfer oe ient map from CFX with k − ω SST and Gamma Theta transition
model.

III.C.

Compared results

Figure 10 show numeri al and experimental results at 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90% radial span.
It an be seen in Fig. 10 that the experimental data does not mat h with the predi ted CFD results. The
main dieren e is in the region where the tip lea kage inuen es the ow, on the pressure side at 75% and
90%. At 90% span the predi ted HTC is more than two times the experimental one lose to the leading edge.
This gives that the tip leakage ow is not as strong as CFD predi ts and therefore be omes as important as
the vorti es and se ondary ow stru tures originating from the HPT stage.
In addition, when looking at the predi ted result, using the Gamma Theta transition model, along the
su tion side at 10%, 25%, 50% and 75% it is evident that transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer
is present. Comparing with the experimental results, it is seen that the transition is signi antly delayed in
the predi tions. For the remaining parts of Fig. 10 the transition is predi ted loser to the leading edge.
Finally, ex luding the pressure side at 75% and 90% as previously dis ussed, the predi ted HTC without
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the transition model is of similar magnitude as the experimental data, although not apturing all the details.
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Figure 10. CFD and experimental data for 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 90% radial span.
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IV.

Con lusion

Experiments have been ondu ted, studying the heat transfer of the vane situated in an ITD. The results
have been ompared to two numeri al analysis and are presented in this paper. The omparison demonstrates
the hallenges embedded in predi ting a ow with omplex stru tures intera ting with ea h other and the
main ow. The su tion side heat transfer distribution is predi ted relatively well with a few dis repan ies
while the pressure side is more di ult to predi t.
It is found that the inuen e of the thermal radiation in the al ulation of the onve tion heat transfer
oe ient is important. Negle ting the radiation leads to an additional error in the determination of the
heat transfer oe ient with about 5% 10% in urrent ase.
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